
You will need:
 

6 x split pins
Scissors

Thickish paper 
Pencil crayons, paint or felt tips

String or wool 
The template

 

Winterval: Lords
a Leaping

 

Stick on the triangles by gluing
the edges and sticking to either
side of the legs

Print out or draw from the
template and add colour to
your character

Cut out all the pieces carefully

Put a split pin through the holes
not too tight.
With the arms and legs, make
sure you put the pin through the
bottom holes as the top will be
for string later

Depending on where your hole
punch is, you may need to trim
the triangles so they don’t
overlap the split pins

Hole punch where the marked
circles are (tip – if you hole
punch too close to the edge, just
stick a piece of paper over it
and try again)

Georgian Jumping Jack or Leaping Lord?
 

Learn how to make a Georgian style jumping jack as a
decoration for your tree or room using split pins and

paper.



Winterval: Lords
a Leaping

 

Attach a loop of string to the
back of his head to display and
you are finished!

On the back, tie a loop through
each hole punch and knot

Tie another strip of string to the
loop, so it hangs down and
when you pull it, his arms should
move!

Test out the strings to see if they
work, they may need some
adjusting

If you want to make more, then
why not create 10
lords a leaping! Or give them
as gifts

So the same on the legs (it’s
easier to do two separate
pieces of string to move the
arms and legs)

See if you can find the
piper in our virtual tour

of Cannon Hall:
 

http://www.barnsley-
museums.com/12-days-
of-christmas-virtual-trail-

and-activities
 
 
 
 



Winterval: Lords a
Leaping Template

 

Print out and stick onto
thin card and carefully
cut out.


